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Console gamers may be aware that Rayman Legends just launched the Xbox 360 and other platforms this week. By all accounts, Legends is another majestic platformer like Rayman Origins before him. Awesome for Xbox owners, but what about mobile Windows platforms? Don't they get love? Turns out
i did! Windows 8 and RT users, anyway. Rayman Jungle Run, one of the best Xbox Windows 8 games in town, is a great update recently. The free upgrade adds 20 new levels and raises the total jungle run total to 70 levels. Pictures and impressions after the break! The update itself does not
automatically include new levels - only the possibility of downloading. I think ubisoft wants players to choose to use the extra storage space on their devices or not. Users will need to select the 20 More Levels button and then agree (?) to free download. There are several levels to love in the first set of new
levels called Pirate Ship. You will see the titular pirate ship in the background 6-1, but you will not face it until 6-7. At this point, the flying ship chases Rayman or Globox, firing cannonballs into the foreground. You'll have to jump fast when the cannon is aiming for the platform you're running on! The second
new level set goes to Giant Plant. These levels are full of fast-growing grapes. Rayman and the team don't have to wait until the fight for giant plant boss (first seen in Rayman Origins). He shows up in 7-3, chasing our heroes. You can quickly whack switches to open paths in order to stay in front of the
powerful creature. If you catch up with him, he'll die instantly. These new levels add some nice backgrounds to previously unforeseen Jungle Run. Some mechanics are also brought back from Origins, such as moving backends. Sometimes the only way up and Rayman has to jump between huge pieces
of land falling from the sky. This is a high intensity platform. Pirate Ship and giant plant also have two brand new teeth at the death level. To access these sections, you must collect five or more teeth in each new area. Collecting a tooth involves grabbing all 100 Lums per level. Once you have enough
teeth, get ready for some super tough platform challenges. Results The new levels unfortunately do not bring new results into the game. Free updates rarely do. But they're potentially making the game's hardest Achievement Lums Survival a little easier. The result requires players to collect 3,600 Lum in
a single run without dying. The game always provided a potential 4500 Lums grab by the end of 5-9. After the upgrade, the player who reached 5-9 without enough Lums could just go to the new level. It's not all that likely that someone would get 5-9 for a life without enough Lums though. Maybe windows
phone is next? This update is great for Windows 8 players, but the Windows Phone 8 version hasn't been updated yet. Hopefully Ubisoft plans to give Windows Phone some love Also. Rayman Jungle Run - Windows 8 and RT RT 58 MB - $ 2.99 - Store Link Rayman Jungle Run - Windows Phone 8 - 49
MB - $ 2.99 - Store Link You can earn a commission on purchases using links. find out more. The best free running apps do exactly what they say about tin: they're free and help you run. Nothing's better, is it? With more people running in lockdown than ever before — and the fact that some of the most
popular and previously free running apps are now charged for some of their services, finding a free alternative is a great way to get on the right track. According to one report, we are not only running more, but also running more - in March, 34 million people spoke on social media about the sidewalk-
pulsating pastime and the statistics running on sharing 207k from practice apps - both figures, which are more than in January and February combined. National lockdown forced us from the gym to the garden, in the great outdoors, trying to find a way to stay active and fit - running, it seems, has taken
over the cake in terms of accessibility and scalability. Thank you, run! But, I know how to run, how can I actually keep it? From motivational run-walk plans to trackers, navigation aids and mile-loggers, we've collected the 8 best free running apps to help you enter the next PB - including the one that had a
92% jump in downloads in 2019. Wow, i'm sorry. Ad - Continue Reading Under 1 Couch 5K Everyone from the dentist to your aunt seems to have flirted with the idea of doing Couch 5k - a running plan that will be novice runners and never run-before runners able to run the full 5k. And according to the
BBC, more than 858,000 downloaded the app (supported by the NHS) between Way and June. That's a huge 92% increase on the previous year! This app has five different trainers to motivate you on your journey - as well as telling you when to run and when to walk - including comedians Sarah Millican,
radio presenter Jo Whiley and Olympian Michael Johnson. Woah. The program can be completed in guided 9-weeks or longer if you want, and this application will help you keep going when stopping seems like the easiest solution. There's a half-time bell when you're halfway there, so you know to turn
around and finish the loop, a pre- and post-evaluation system that tracks your motivation, as well as an easy-to-follow countdown, so you always know how much time is left for each run. IOS/ANDROID 2 Map My Run Map My Run, Under Armour running application, has countless features to make your
running experience smoother than ever. It connects to multiple wearables — including Apple Health, Apple Watch, Garmin, Fitbit, Jawbone, and more — meaning you can only start with your fitness tracker, with statistics still logged safely. application also offers real-time audio coaching for GPS tracked
runs, with volatile sound stats such as tempo, distance, and altitude. IOS/ANDROID 3 Adidas Runtastic You may have Adidas running shoes, but have you ever tried the running application? Well, ha ha No, you can lace it up because there are so many good features you need to take advantage of



distance, time, speed, height and calorie tracking audio feedback, targeted challenges and customizable goals. Oh, and you can also go a step further, keep track of how many miles you've run in running shoes and let yours know if it's a good time to start thinking about investing in a new pair. They
literally thought of everything. Cheers, Adidas. IOS/ANDROID 4 Runkeeper Runkeeper by ASICS does a lot. Track your runs, set goals for more and faster running, listen to pace, distance, and time, follow a personalized plan that improves in-app virtual challenges, and connects to virtual challenges
within your app. The best part? The app syncs your wearables so you can leave your phone at home and get started with your Apple Watch and keep track of your stats. IOS/ANDROID 5 Nike Run Club Nike Run Club describes this app as the perfect running partner and TBH, we need to understand with
them. Track and store runs are the easy-to-navigate super-aesthetic app that makes good use of GPS to keep you on the route, listen to audio coaching and set weekly, monthly, or individual distance challenges, as well as customized coaching plans to make sure you're constantly smashing your goals.
While trophies and badges are collected for new achievements it can be virtual that still means the world to us. Freaked! IOS/ANDROID 6 Running Distance Tracker + Slate as the most accurate running app available running distance Tracker + tracks your pace, calories, heart rate, and of course,
distance. Use GPS to find new running routes, peek into your time and speed sharing, as well as heart rate and effort zones, and watch for customizable voice feedback to let you know how you're going. There are paid options within the app, but the funds - and they're really the only ones you need - are
free. That's all that matters. IOS/ANDROID 7 Endomondo If you want to sync with other apps, set goals to break that challenges and get social companions running mates, Endomondo may be the app for you. Featuring all the classics: run tracking, audio coaching, workout summaries, personal best
notifications can add fun extras like documenting particularly good (or hard) runs in a picture, scrolling through your friends' workouts and commenting to keep them going! There is a premium option, but everything listed above is completely, completely free. Winner. IOS/ANDROID 8 Run Coach Run
Coach does what he says on the tin: It coaches you through and between runs to see if you're a better runner. Tweak the program as your fitness improves, you can customize your schedule if you miss a run and need to recalibreate the program, access new beats and As your skills increase,
synchronize with your favorite wearables and use them well with manual trainers if you have any questions about nutrition or injury. IOS / ANDROID This content content created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users enter their email addresses. For more information about
this and similar content, see piano.io piano.io
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